Your Personal Account With Order Center & Useful Information

- Find and select products
- Get and compare information
- Place and track your order
- Online services
- Selection aids and filters

Schmalz Online Shop
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM
Our Complete Product Portfolio
At WWW.SCHMALZ.COM, you can access our extensive range of products and industry solutions with easy-to-follow and informative video guides.

Vacuum Technology for Automation
Schmalz vacuum components and gripping systems let you significantly increase productivity in your automated processes.

Vacuum Lifters and Crane Systems
We offer you handling technology for manual lifting tasks in a huge number of industries to help with your workplace ergonomics.

Vacuum Clamping Technology
Schmalz offers a wide selection of high-quality clamping equipment for your application.

Industry Overview
See an overview of the most important product solutions in your sector.

Online Shop
Our helpful online shop makes it easy for you to order more than 6,000 standard components and clamping solutions.
Comprehensive Tools and Services
Our website provides many tools and services for getting started quickly in the individual areas. They make it quicker and easier to find the right product.

Online Services for our Customers
A variety of online services such as how-to videos and the Schmalz Calculator help you to select and operate your products.
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/ONLINE-SERVICES

Practical Selection Aids and Configurators
Our selection aids help you to find the right product for your application quickly.
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/SELECTION-AIDS

Application Videos
See our vacuum technology in action.
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/VIDEOS

Catalog Overview
Browse our catalogs or order a printed version free of charge.
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/CATALOGS
The Platform for Your Solution:

Support in Every Phase of Your Purchase.

Our website helps you in every phase of your information gathering and purchase decision. You can see all the relevant data in just a few steps – from the product range to their operation and more.

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM
**Searches**

- **6,000 Products Online**
  Around 6,000 products from our range of vacuum components, clamping systems and workshop equipment are available for direct order in our online shop. Complex products are showcased vividly online with videos, technical data and brochures.

- **Product and Industry Knowledge**
  The vacuum knowledge area offers you extensive expertise on the subject of vacuum technology. It also explains the functions and areas of application of individual vacuum components and manual vacuum lifters.

**Plans**

- **Customer-Specific Prices**
  See your prices for the products available in the online shop from the product areas for vacuum components, vacuum clamping technology and workshop equipment directly from the availability request or in the shopping basket.

- **Live Availability Request**
  Immediate product availability requests for all shop products allows for efficient and reliable planning.

- **Simple Product Selection with Product Comparison**
  Use the comparison list to compare and contrast individual products and their features and prices with just a few clicks.
Design

▶ 3D CAD Models
In our web portal, you can access and download 2D and 3D CAD data free of charge. The data can be used freely and directly integrated into CAD designs.

▶ Extensive Technical Data
To design and plan a vacuum system, you require certain calculations for designing individual components. All our products come with the necessary technical data.

▶ Selection Aids and Configurators
User-friendly selection aids, filter options and configurations help you select your product.

Purchase

▶ Order Tracking with History
Here you can view all your submitted orders and shopping basket inquiries, including the corresponding transaction details.

▶ Direct Orders
Do you know the part number for the products you are looking for? Then you can place them straight into the basket without any detours.

▶ Watchlist
In your watchlist, you can save interesting products, for example, to order them later or to access information you regularly require such as CAD data or operating instructions.

▶ Simple Accessory Selection
All accessory parts for the vacuum components and vacuum clamping systems can be ordered from the online shop.
Operate

- Extensive Documentation and Operating Instructions
  All the product pages include detailed documentation such as operating instructions, IO device descriptions (IODD), declarations of conformity and product-specific software downloads.

- Extensive User and Industry Information
  Comprehensive video databases with how-to videos, including videos for setup guides, maintenance and product demonstrations, make it easy for you to start up and maintain your Schmalz products.

Optimize

- Simple Selection of Accessories and Spare Parts
  Find the right accessories and spare parts directly on the product pages. Of course, they are also available to order from the online shop.

More than 6,000 vacuum components and accessories available on demand

Register now and get prices instantly, download CAD data, use the product configuration tool, and order or bookmark products.

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/REGISTRATION
Contact

J. Schmalz GmbH
Johannes-Schmalz-Str. 1
72293 Glatten, Germany

T: +49 7443 2403-0
schmalz@schmalz.de

For questions about our website,
please contact the e-commerce team:

T: +49 7443 2403-606
e-commerce@schmalz.de

Find the Matching Contact in Your Country
We maintain a worldwide sales network to provide our customers with fast
and competent advice. Through this service, we have made Schmalz an
international name.

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/SALESNETWORK